MGA Conferences Pulse – August 2022

As of August, 877 MGA conferences were held or approved for 2022 - 4% more than same time last year

- 413 total MGA conferences were held Aug-YTD – 10% more than in 2021
  - 247 TCS – up 30 or 14% vs 2021
  - 166 FCS – up 8 or 5% vs 2021
- 11 cancelled conferences YTD

Data from ICX as of September 5, 2022

2022 conference submissions continue to increase and are at all time high with new submissions flattening as expected nearing Q4

- 986 2022 conference submissions Aug-YTD – 13% higher than prior year
  - 587 TCS – up 77 vs 2021 (+15%)
  - 399 FCS – up 39 vs 2021 (+11%)
- Conference submissions are tracked over a 24-month period - 12 months prior and throughout the subject year
  - Note: running total includes submission not yet approved so the final count can be lower